The following generalizations of the Chacon map are proposed: instead of classical constant spacer sequence (0, 1, 0) let a sequence (0, s j , 0) be one with unbounded s j . (We mention also an analogue of the historical Chacon map with spacer sequences in the form (0, s j ).) This narrow class of rank-one transformations is an abundant source of exercises, open questions and maybe hard problems. All such constructions have partial rigidity, but some other properties could be different. For root sequence,
Chacon-type maps
A rank-one construction is determined by an integer h 1 , a cut-sequence r j and a spacer sequences j : s j = (s j (1), s j (2), . . . , s j (r j − 1), s j (r j )), s j (i) ≥ 0.
We don't recall a general definition, below we deal with very particular cases of rank-one constructions, i.e. Chacon-type transformations, setting h 1 = 1, r j = 3, ands 1 j , h j+1 + 1 = 3(h j + 1) + s j . A limit cutting-and-stacking construction is an invertible measure-preserving map T : X → X, where X is the union of all above intervals. The first thing that comes to mind is to consider:
1. Root spacers,s j = (0, [ √ j], 0); 2. Linear spacers,s j = (0, j, 0); 3. Polynomial spacers,s j = (0, j m , 0); 4. Exponential spacers,s j = (0, 2 j , 0); 5. Prime spacers,s j = (0, p(j), 0), where p(j) denotes j-th prime number. The second thing is to produce systems with "spacer memory":
Such transformations could be rigid even as s j → +∞ and (s j+1 − s j ) → +∞. In fact root Chacon map has a nice spacer memory. We will not discuss this intriguing phenomenon, let us note only that the transformation properties "vary" considerably, if the intersection of sets {s j } and {h j } is infinite.
Properties in question
Below, we recall some asymptotic, spectral and joining properties of transformations, which will be of interest. MSJ. A self-joining (of order 2) is defined to be a T × T -invariant measure ν on X × X with the marginals equal to µ:
A joining ν is called ergodic if the dynamical system (T × T, X × X, ν) is ergodic.
The measures ∆
is an ergodic self-joining.
We say that T has minimal self-joinings (T has MSJ) if the set of all its ergodic self-joinings contains only µ × µ and ∆ i , i ∈ Z. The property of minimal self-joinings implies mild mixing, and partial rigidity for non-mixing transformations. We recall that an automorphism T is mildly mixing if for any set A, 0 < µ(A) < 1, lim sup j µ(A ∩ T i A) < µ(A). An automorphism T is mildly mixing iff it has no rigid factors (S is rigid, if there is a sequence m j → ∞ such that S k j → Id). An automorphism T is partially rigid with a coefficient ρ, if there is a sequence n(i) → ∞ such that for any measurable sets A, B lim i→∞ µ(A ∩ T
The maximum of such ρ-s is denoted by ρ(T ). If ρ(T ) = 1, then T is called rigid.
A map T is ae-mixing, ae ∈ (0, 1), if there is a sequence k j such that in L 0 2 (X, µ) the operators T k j weakly converge to (1 − ae)I ( [6] , [10] ). If all symmetric powers of T have simple spectrum, we say that T has prime spectrum. This property, as well as ae-mixing property, implies DC, the pairwise disjointness of the convolutions σ * n , n > 1, for spectral measure σ of T . Classical Chacon's transformation is mildly mixing (it has MSJ [3] ), is not aemixing [2] , DC of Chacon's transformation has been proved by A. Prikhodko and the author; F. Parreau, O. Ageev established the primality of its spectrum. 2-adic Chacon's transformations. Similar problems appear in case of r j = 2,s j = (0, s j )). = (0, p(j)) ). It is weakly mixing. Questions: partial mixing (MSJ), ae-mixing, prime spectrum?
Around Chacon-type transformations. Rank-one constructions are naturally divided by 4 classes: Unbounded cutting + Unbounded spacer, Bounded cutting + Unbounded spacer, ... In connections with the work [1] , where BB-class ( Bounded cutting + Bounded spacer) was considered, we proved [9] that mildly mixing BB-constructions have MSJ property. What about the BU-constructions? Is it true that (positive) powers of weakly mixing BU-construction are pairwise disjoint?
Conjecture. Weakly mixing BB-constructions have prime spectrum, but never ae-mixing. King and Thouvenot [4] proved MSJ for partially mixing rank-one maps.
Conjecture: there is a partially mixing unbounded Chacon transformation. (Recall that all rank-one constructions with bounded spacer are not partially mixing.)
Root Chacon transformation

Root Chacon map is rigid and weakly mixing. It possesses all polynomial weak limits of powers.
Proof. First, we show the rigidity. Let ρ(T ) = ρ, we have
On large intervals our spacer sequence
Thus, for any p we find q(k) such that
The latter implies that the weak closure of {T n } contains all polynomials [8] . We get the same by s j = [j
1−ε
], s j = [log j], s j = [log log j] and so on.
Assertion.
Let intervals(!) I s = {j : s j = s} satisfy |I s | → ∞. Then the corresponding Chacon transformation possesses all polynomial weak limits of powers and, hence, it has prime spectrum.
Linear Chacon map
Linear Chacon map T is not partially mixing. It is quasi-rigid: for any ε > 0 there is a weak limit in the form i≥0 α i T i + . . ., where i≥0 α i > 1 − ε. To see this let us consider
Reasoning as above, we get
Linear Chacon map is ae-mixing. It's not hard to see that T is weakly mixing. There is a sequence j(k) → ∞ such that
Linear Chacon map is mildly mixing. Let T n(i) → P . We have the following partial factorization:
where Q, Rare some Markov operators. From King's result we know that any proper factor of a rank-one map have to be rigid. So there is a sequence n(i) → ∞ for which T n(i) |F → I in the Hilbert space F corresponding to the factor. Let T n(i ′ )
→ P . We have I|F = Quite similarly, we obtain self-similar rank-one flows (T t ∼ = T nt ), acting on spaces with infinite measure. The associated Poisson suspensions give some new examples of "finite" self-similar flows.
